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2012-Alexandra Bruce 2009-09-01 The expanded companion book to the #1
documentary film about 2012! The 2012 meme has evolved beyond any
debates about the relevance of the Maya Long Count calendar to the lives of
contemporary human beings. 2012 is about us on planet Earth at this time.
December 21, 2012: will the world really change forever on this date, the
end of a 5,125-year calendar last used over a thousand years ago? Certainly
Hollywood would like you to think so. Indeed, a not-so-small industry has
arisen around the date, hawking everything from t-shirts to teleseminars.
Clearing a path between fantasy and reality, Alexandra Bruce surveys the
entire 2012 landscape, asking questions such as: Is the Earth losing its
Mojo? How did 2012 come to mean "The End of Time"? Did psychedelics
facilitate the Maya "Cosmovision"? Should we worry about Earth Crustal
Displacement? What the hell is "Planet X"? Uniquely amongst a vast array of
2012 literature, this book features interviews with the leading
experts—including Graham Hancock, John Major Jenkins, Daniel Pinchbeck
and many others—and insightful, detailed analysis of the broad spectrum of
opinion, debate, research and myth regarding the most compelling "end
times" prediction of the 21st century.
Critical Human Resource Development-Jim Stewart 2007 Focuses on
organisational goals and those of other stakeholders and society at large.
This book provides an insight into the potential benefits and pitfalls,
expectations and concerns of advancing a critical view of HRD in practice. It
is intended for lecturers, students and practitioners who are aching for a
critical analysis.
Irish Opinion and the American Revolution, 1760–1783-Vincent Morley
2002-07-18 This study traces the impact of the American Revolution and of
the international war it precipitated on the political outlook of each section
of Irish society. Morley uses a dazzling array of sources - newspapers,
pamphlets, sermons and political songs, including Irish-language documents
unknown to other scholars and previously unpublished - to trace the
evolving attitudes of the Anglican, Catholic and Presbyterian communities
from the beginning of colonial unrest in the early 1760s until the end of
hostilities in 1783. He also reassesses the influence of the American
revolutionary war on such developments as Catholic relief, the removal of
restrictions on Irish trade, and Britain's recognition of Irish legislative
independence. Morley sheds light on the nature of Anglo-Irish patriotism
and Catholic political consciousness, and reveals the extent to which the
polarities of the 1790s had already emerged by the end of the American
war.
U Potrazi Za Srecom-Calla Negra 2019-01-18 Sta kad je vasa sreca obecana
drugom? Sta kad jedino vi mozete da je spasite? I sta kad se njoj gadi i na
sam pogled na vas? E pa to jedan Gorstak ne moze sebi dopustiti, Osvojice
on nju pa makar mu to bilo zadnje na svijetu
Early Christian Attitudes Toward Images-Steven Bigham 2004 For all
iconophiles, that is, those who accept the dogma of the Seventh Ecumenical
Council, but especially the Orthodox who claim that the icon has a
sacramental and mystical character, it is naturally disquieting to hear the
claim that the early Christians were aniconic and iconophobic. If this claim
is true, the theology and the veneration of the icon are seriously
undermined. It is, therefore, natural for iconophiles to attempt to disprove
the thesis according to which the early Christians had no images
whatsoever (aniconic) because they believed them to be idols (iconophobic).
It is equally natural for iconophiles to want to substantiate, as much as this
is possible, their deep intuition that the roots of Christian iconography go
back to the apostolic age. This study weakens the notion and credibility of
the alleged hostility of the early Christians to non-idolatrous images,
providing a more balanced evaluation of this question.
Holy Images (Routledge Revivals)-Edwyn Bevan 2014-04-08 First published
in 1940, this title presents four of the Gifford Lectures in natural theology
given by Edwyn Bevan in 1933: ‘An Inquiry into Idolatry and Image-Worship
in Ancient Paganism and Christianity’. Reference is made throughout all
four lectures not only to the conventional disputes in Western Christianity,
but also to the attitudes of Hebrew, Pagan, Patristic, Muslim and Eastern
thinkers towards the role of symbols and symbolism in worship. In this way,
a subject of perennial fascination and importance is placed in a broad
historical context, and innovative lines of enquiry are developed with clarity
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and insight. Holy Images offers an intriguing and easily accessible resource
to students of theology, comparative religion, religious anthropology and
philosophy.
Eveline-James Joyce 1990 Denis De Beaulieu, a French soldier, is made a
prisoner by the Sire of De Maletroit, who believes that the soldier has
compromised the Maletroit family honor.
Forecasting the Environmental Fate and Effects of Chemicals-Philip S.
Rainbow 2001-05-25 Forecasting the Environmental Fate and Effects of
Chemicals is the first book to address specifically the issue of forecasting in
environmental toxicology and chemistry from a methodological, regulatory
and practical perspective. It is becoming increasingly important for
environmental toxicologists and chemists to be able to forecast the fate and
effects of chemicals by using existing information to predict the future.
Providing a unique and timely opportunity for active researchers and
students to obtain in a single volume the 'state of the art' in this expanding
field, this text discusses how forecasts can be made by: * using
ecotoxicological endpoints at different levels of biological organisation *
measuring and modelling chemical fate in biotic and abiotic environments *
adopting difference quantitative frameworks Written by an international
team of scientists, this text will be essential reading for postgraduate and
advance undergraduate students studying ecotoxicology, toxicology,
chemistry and environmental statistics aswell as industrial and academic
research scientists in environmental toxicology, environmental chemistry
and those involved in risk management.
Amulets and Superstitions-E. A. Wallis Budge 2013-02-19 Comprehensive
discourse on origin, powers of amulets in many ancient cultures. Covers
cross, swastika, crucifix, seals, rings, stones, etc.
Judith-Marko Marulić 1991 From the preeminent writer of Taiwanese
nativist fiction and the leading translator of Chinese literature come these
poignant accounts of everyday life in rural and small-town Taiwan. Huang is
frequently cited as one of the most original and gifted storytellers in the
Chinese language, and these selections reveal his genius. In "The Two Sign
Painters," TV reporters ambush two young workers from the country taking
a break atop a twenty-four-story building. "His Son's Big Doll" introduces
the tortured soul inside a walking advertisement, and in "Xiaoqi's Cap" a
dissatisfied pressure-cooker salesman is fascinated by a young schoolgirl.
Huang's characters—generally the uneducated and disadvantaged who must
cope with assaults on their traditionalism, hostility from their urban
brethren and, of course, the debilitating effects of poverty—come to life in
all their human uniqueness, free from idealization.
Endless Trip-Richard Morton-Jack 2010 'Endless Trip' is the fullest study of
the 60s and 70s music scene ever published. It reviews over 3000 albums,
from pop, rock, psych and prog to jazz, folk, blues and beyond.
Epiphanius of Salamis, Doctor of Iconoclasm?-Steven Bigham 2008
Epiphanius of Salamis, Doctor of Iconoclasm? Deconstruction of a Myth
represents a thorough examination of the dispute over the authenticity of
five relevant texts of St. Epiphanius between iconoclasts and iconophiles in
the 8th/9th century and between modern scholars in the 20th century: i)
The postscript of a Letter of Epiphanius to John of Jerusalem; ii) The treatise
of Epiphanius ... against those who make images of Christ, the Mother of
God, the Angels and the Prophets; iii) The Dogmatic Letter; iv) The Letter to
Epiphanius to the Emperor Theodosius; and v) The Will of Epiphanius
addressed to the members of his Church. Following a brief introduction to
Epiphanius' history, literary works, theology and the dispute over the
alleged iconoclastic texts (ch.1), the author provides: an English translation
of the above five documents (ch. 2); an analysis of the "Byzantine
Controversy," which focuses on the arguments (against authenticity) of St.
John Damascene, of the Seventh Ecumenical Council of Nicaea (787), of St.
Nicephorus of Constantinople and of St. Theodore the Studite (ch.3); an
analysis of the modern controversy focusing especially on the debate
between Karl Holl (for authenticity) and George Ostrogorsky (against
authenticity), including the reactions of several scholars (ch. 4); and, finally,
a critical evaluation of the arguments for authenticity, which concludes that
such arguments "are sufficient to justify their rejection." Fr. Bigham has
convincingly argued that Epiphanius's so-called iconophobia, a notion that is
present in the popular imagination and in scholarly works for nearly a
century, is only a myth ... and, therefore, "the Christian tradition has been
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and remains fundamentally and essentially iconophile." This reexamination
and reevaluation of the critical studies of the recent past is an excellent
example of a post-modern criticism of criticism.
The Krajina Chronicle-Srdja Trifkovic 2010-01 Krajina ("borderland"), the
Habsburg Military Frontier, was once the name of a string of territories
which provided an essential link in the chain defending Europe from the
Ottoman onslaught in the 16th and 17th centuries. For many generations
the Serbian population of these regions was periodically decimated by
warfare in the service of the Austrian Emperor. In 1941-1945 the Serbs
were subject to a genocidal attack after the Germans put the Croatian Ustaa
movement in power in Zagreb. Their resistance to this slaughter and the
ensuing epic struggle is the story both of the royalist etniks and of their
bitter rivals for post-war power, Communist-led Partisans. The history of the
Krajina Serbs, ending in the mass exodus of 1995, is an element in the story
of most of the great wars in Europe, from the Ottoman offensives after the
fall of Constantinople to the last decade of the twentieth century.
Linux Programming Bible-John Goerzen 2000-03-22 The Linux Programming
Bible is the definitive reference for beginning and veteran Linux
programmers. Written by John Goerzen, a developer for the Debian
GNU/Linux Distribution, this comprehensive guide leads you step by step
from simple shell programs to sophisticated CGI applications. You'll find
complete coverage of Linux programming, including: Techniques for
C/C++, Perl, CGI, and shell programming Basic tools, such as bash, regular
expression, sed, grep, Emacs, and more Communication using semaphores,
pipelines, FIFOs, and TCP/IP Practical tips on CVS collaboration security,
and performance optimization Linux C tools, including compilers, libraries,
and debuggers Filled with savvy programming advice and clear code
examples, the Linux Programming Bible is all you need to take your Linux
programming skills to the next level.
The Car of Croesus-Ernest Poole 1930
The History of Ancient Israel-Michael Grant 2012-02-16 The definitve guide
to the history of ancient Israel. The History of Ancient Israel covers the epic
story of Jewish civilisation from its beginnings to the destruction of
Jerusalem, and the Temple in AD 70. It deals with Israel's relations with the
great empires which shaped its development and with the changing internal
structure of the Jewish state, drawing both on excavation and the Hebrew
Bible.
Acting Is a Job-Jason Pugatch 2010-09-21 • How to cope with the realities of
life as an actor—if you don’t laugh, you'll cry • In-depth interviews with
actors, agents, casting directors. In this hip, warts-and-all look at acting,
author Jason Pugatch shares his insights as a working "day player" to give
an unvarnished look at theater, film, and television: how to be "discovered,"
what to expect from training programs, the grunt work of starting a career,
how to keep going despite constant rejection, and much more. Packed with
myth-shattering anecdotes and told in an intriguing personal tone, Acting Is
a Job is the backstage guide that every aspiring actor must read. Allworth
Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a broad range of books
on the visual and performing arts, with emphasis on the business of art. Our
titles cover subjects such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine art,
photography, interior design, writing, acting, film, how to start careers,
business and legal forms, business practices, and more. While we don't
aspire to publish a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we
are deeply committed to quality books that help creative professionals
succeed and thrive. We often publish in areas overlooked by other
publishers and welcome the author whose expertise can help our audience
of readers.
Guess What! American English Level 2 Student's Book-Susannah Reed
2015-08-31 Engaging facts, amazing photography and captivating real-life
video take young learners on a journey to explore the world as they learn
English. Are you ready to explore? What makes our bodies move? Why do
whales jump out of water? Guess What! is a six-level course that invites
children to explore the world through engaging facts, amazing photography,
and captivating video. The highly photographic Student's Book Level 2
brings lessons to life with engaging characters, topics that spark children's
curiosity, and a wide variety of activities, including humorous contextual
dialogs, songs, chants, games, stories illustrating social values, functional
dialogs, and role play. There are plenty of opportunities for developing
children's thinking skills and their knowledge of other subjects in the CLIL
lessons.
RSA Journal. Rivista Di Studi Americani- 2017
My Darkest Years-James Bachner 2010-06-25 Born in Berlin in 1922, James
Bachner was a German Jew during the darkest days of the Third Reich.
Once a happy child in a well-to-do German family, as the years passed
Bachner faced first ridicule and persecution, then imprisonment and
deprivation. Attributing his survival to a combination of strength and being
in the right place at the right time, Bachner’s memoir is a poignant and
often horrific account of Jewish struggles during the days of World War II.
Beginning with his idyllic childhood, Bachner expresses the range of
emotions he experienced as the Nazis transformed his homeland into a
nation where he and his fellow Jews were no longer welcome. He describes
the volatile political atmosphere and the fears inspired in all Germans by
tales of the concentration camps. In addition, he tells of the belief many
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Jews held that the West would step in and put an end to Hitler’s reign. The
work then details the realities of life in a concentration camp. The end of
the war, Bachner’s reunion with his remaining family members and his
eventual relocation to America are also discussed.
From Genome to Proteome-Michael J. Dunn 2008-11-21 As research on the
human, animal, plant and microbial genomes matures towards descriptive
fullness, the need for understanding the proteome has clearly emerged as
the next major endeavor of life sciences. Proteomics - the quantitative
analysis of all proteins working in a cell at a specific time and at specific
conditions - provides deep insight into the highly organized network of
expression, modification and degradation of proteins. Compiled in this book
are reviews and research articles which describe the recent advances and
perspectives of this new field of research. The articles are grouped into the
following sections: - Sample Preparation and Solubilization - Developments
in Electrophoresis - Detection and Quantitation - Mass Spectrometry Proteome Data Analysis and Management - Prokayotes and Yeast Biological Fluids - Eukaryotic Cells and Tissue - Oncology - Plants
Proteomics is a new key for the functional analysis of living systems and of
equal importance for basic as well as application oriented research.
The Devil, Heresy and Witchcraft in the Middle Ages-Alberto Ferreiro 1998
The study of heresy and heterodoxy and of belief in magic, witchcraft and
the devil has in the past 25 years made significant advances in our
understanding of art and iconography, ideas, mentality and belief, and
ordinary life and popular imagination in the patristic and medieval periods.
At the forefront of research into this aspect of medieval intellectual history
has been Jeffrey B. Russell, whose numerous books and articles have
opened important new paths in the field. To mark his retirement 17
established and emerging scholars from Europe and North America historians of art, the church, religions, and ideas - have contributed papers
on the many areas which Russell has influenced. Topics dealt with include
elves, the Christians apocrypha, mysticism, sexuality, heresies and
heresiologies, apocalyptic tracts, astrology, hell, and other Christian
encounters with non-believers. These essays are offered as tribute to the
deep impact that Russel has had on medieval studies. Contributors include:
Alan Bernstein, Richard Emmerson, Alberto Ferreiro, Neil Forsyth,
Abraham Friessen, Karen Jolly, Henry Ansgar Kelly, Richard Kieckhefer,
Beverly M. Kienzle, Garry Macy, Bernard McGinn, Edward Peters, Cheryl
Rigs, Larry J. Simon, Laura Smoller, Catherine B. Tkacz, and John Tolan.
Methods of Mathematics Applied to Calculus, Probability, and StatisticsRichard W. Hamming 2012-06-28 This 4-part treatment begins with algebra
and analytic geometry and proceeds to an exploration of the calculus of
algebraic functions and transcendental functions and applications. 1985
edition. Includes 310 figures and 18 tables.
Primary Activity Box-Caroline Nixon 2001-01-04 This photocopiable
resource book contains a wide variety of games and activities designed to
supplement your coursebook. Primary Activity Box contains material
designed to be easy to use: every activity has clear step-by-step instructions
explaining what you need before class, how to set the activity up in the
classroom and ideas for optional follow-up tasks.
Teacher Training Essentials-Craig Thaine 2010-10-21 Ready-to-go activities
for teacher trainers running pre- and in-service training courses. For busy
teacher trainers who practise what they preach: trainees will benefit from
learning about methodology in training sessions which are in themselves
models of good teaching practice.
Egyptian Religious Texts and Representations, Volume III-N. Rambova
1957-12-21 The Description for this book, Egyptian Religious Texts and
Representations, Volume III: Mythological Papyri, will be forthcoming.
Necroscope: Invaders-Brian Lumley 2011-04-01 Three great vampires--two
Lords and a Lady--arrive on an unsuspecting Earth that teems with
defenseless humans, easy prey for the marauding vampires. But humanity
has defenders. Though the necroscope is gone, the psychically gifted men
and women of E-Branch move swiftly against the vampire infestation. Jake
Cutter is running for his life through the streets of Turin when he vanishes,
appearing moments later inside the triply locked "Harry's room" in EBranch's London HQ. Jake's dreams are very strange, filled with the voices
of the dead--the Great majority, the Necroscope, Harry Keogh, even a dead
vampire. He hears them all, but he doesn't truly understand. If Jake is the
new Necroscope, he has to learn--fast!--how to control his powers and speak
to the dead. E-Branch, with the reluctant Jake along for the ride, is about to
go head-to-head with Malinari the Mind, a vampire Lord who psychic
abilities are second to none. But the dead don't trust Jake, not like they
trusted Harry. Jake's got personal revenge on his mind, and he's spending
too much time talking that dead vampire. He's got to start thinking about
the future--or he won't have one! At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Art Of Probability-Richard W. Hamming 2018-03-05 Offering accessible
and nuanced coverage, Richard W. Hamming discusses theories of
probability with unique clarity and depth. Topics covered include the basic
philosophical assumptions, the nature of stochastic methods, and Shannon
entropy. One of the best introductions to the topic, The Art of Probability is
filled with unique insights and tricks worth knowing.
The Anthology at the End of the Universe-Glenn Yeffeth 2005 A selection of
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essays dealing with every aspect of one of the most beloved science fiction
series of all time contains work from some of the genre's greats, including
Cory Doctorow, Stephen Baxter, and Lawrence Watt-Evans, and covers
topics as varied as Vogon poetry to the idea of the Internet becoming a reallife Guide. Original.
The Mind of the Market-Michael Shermer 2009-01-06 The best-selling
author of Why People Believe Weird Things offers a revealing study of the
influence of evolutionary theory on the modern economy, as well as the
evolutionary roots of human economic behavior, bringing together the latest
research in neuroeconomics, psychology, biology, and other fields to
analyze the economics of everyday life. Reprint. 40,000 first printing.
Food Additives-A. Larry Branen 2001-11-01 Offering over 2000 useful
references and more than 200 helpful tables, equations, drawings, and
photographs, this book presents research on food phosphates, commercial
starches, antibrowning agents, essential fatty acids, and fat substitutes, as
well as studies on consumer perceptions of food additives. With
contributions from nearly 50 leading international authorities, the Second
Edition of Food Additives details food additives for special dietary needs,
contemporary studies on the role of food additives in learning, sleep, and
behavioral problems in children, safety and regulatory requirements in the
U.S. and the European Union, and methods to determine hypersensitivity.
The Return of the Mother-Andrew Harvey 2013-08-20 Adapted from a series
of lectures on the historical basis and current resurgence of the sacred
feminine, given by Andrew Harvey at the California Institute of Integral
Studies in Spring 1994, The Return of the Mother is a profound journey into
the heart of the Divine Mother. In this comprehensive and groundbreaking
work, mystical scholar Andrew Harvey unearths traces of the sacred
feminine in major world religions—Hinduism, Islam (Sufism), Buddhism,
Taoism, and Christianity—and in aboriginal and indigenous wisdom
traditions. Harvey presents a scathing critique of the patriarchal distortions
in religious history and doctrine that have obscured full knowledge of the
Divine Mother, and shows how to reintegrate this vital aspect into the
spiritual consciousness of humankind. The Return of the Mother offers a
radical new perspective, balancing the historical overemphasis on
transcendence by honoring the immanence of the divine in passionate
engagement in the world. Only by cultivating a direct, respectful
relationship with the transformative power of the sacred feminine can we
alter our disastrous attitude of dissociation from nature, the body, sexuality,
and the details of human life, and generate the energy and compassion
needed to reverse the course of destruction we have set the planet—and all
of life—hurtling toward. In lively question-and-answer sections, Harvey
further illuminates these vital issues and takes a strong stand against our
dependence on “gurus” and “masters,” proposing instead an egalitarian
model of spiritual community based on intimate groups of mutually
supportive guides and friends. The Return of the Mother is an eloquent and
passionate call for all of us to rediscover and reclaim an authentic and
empowering relationship to the divine, and recreate a sacred life-in-theworld.
The Assassination Complex-Jeremy Scahill 2016-05-01 Major revelations
about the US government’s drone program—bestselling author Jeremy
Scahill and his colleagues at the investigative website The Intercept expose
stunning new details about America’s secret assassination policy. When the
US government discusses drone strikes publicly, it offers assurances that
such operations are a more precise alternative to troops on the ground and
are authorized only when an “imminent” threat is present and there is “near
certainty” that the intended target will be killed. The implicit message on
drone strikes from the Obama administration has been trust, but don’t
verify. The online magazine The Intercept exploded this secrecy when it
obtained a cache of secret slides that provide a window into the inner
workings of the US military’s kill/capture operations in Afghanistan, Yemen,
and Somalia. Whether through the use of drones, night raids, or new
platforms yet to be employed, these documents show assassination to be
central to US counterterrorism policy. The classified documents reveal that
Washington’s fourteen-year targeted killing campaign suffers from an
overreliance on flawed signals intelligence, an apparently incalculable
civilian toll, and an inability to extract potentially valuable intelligence from
terror suspects. This campaign, carried out by two presidents through four
presidential terms, has been deliberately obscured from the public and
insulated from democratic debate. The Assassination Complex allows us to
understand at last the circumstances under which the US government
grants itself the right to sentence individuals to death without the
established checks and balances of arrest, trial, and appeal. The book will
include original contributions from Glenn Greenwald and Edward Snowden.
Between East and West-Anne Applebaum 2017-06-13 In the summer and fall
of 1991, Anne Applebaum, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of Gulag and Iron
Curtain, took a three month road trip through the freshly independent
borderlands of Eastern Europe. She deftly weaves the harrowing history of
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the region and captures the effects of political upheaval on a personal level.
An extraordinary journey into the past and present of the lands east of
Poland and west of Russia—an area defined throughout its history by
colliding empires. Traveling from the former Soviet naval center of
Kaliningrad on the Baltic to the Black Sea port of Odessa, Anne Applebaum
encounters a rich range of competing cultures, religions, and national
aspirations. In reasserting their heritage, the inhabitants of the borderlands
attempt to build a future grounded in their fractured ancestral legacies. In
the process, neighbors unearth old conflicts, devote themselves to
recovering lost culture, and piece together competing legends to create a
new tradition. Rich in surprising encounters and vivid characters, Between
East and West brilliantly illuminates the soul of the borderlands and the
shaping power of the past.
At Home-Gore Vidal 2018-08-22 Written by “America’s finest essayist” (New
Statesman), At Home brings together twenty-four essays on subjects
ranging from Henry James to Nancy Reagan, Oscar Wilde to Oliver North,
Hollywood to Mongolia. From the leaders and lunacies of contemporary
America to reminiscences of his own childhood, whether answering his own
critics or excoriating the current state of literature, Gore Vidal is, as always,
elegant, incisive, and brilliant. “As provocative and perceptive a social and
literary critic as America has today.” –Newsweek “[Vidal’s] pieces grab
one’s attention and refuse to let go. At once forthright and mendacious,
smart and demented, they’re written…with panache, vigor and a caustic,
often perverse wit…As a stylist he’s almost a national treasure.” –Wall
Street Journal “I can’t think of any writer more certain to have exactly the
right opinion on absolutely everything.” –Washington Post Book World
Alien Woman-Ximena Gallardo C. 2004-05-21 This text examines the
construction of sex and gender in the four science-fiction films comprising
the Alien saga (starring Sigourney Weaver). It will be useful to researchers
and teachers in film, mass communication, women's studies, gender studies
and genre studies.
Between Human and Machine-David A. Mindell 2004-10-15 "In
contextualizing the theory of cybernetics, Mindell gives engineering back
forgotten parts of its history, and shows how important historical
circumstances are to technological change." -- Networker
The Pueblo Revolt of 1680-Andrew L. Knaut 2015-01-26 In August 1680 the
Pueblo Indians of northern New Mexico arose in fury to slay their Spanish
colonial overlords and drive any survivors from the land. Andrew Knaut
explores eight decades of New Mexican history leading up to the revolt,
explaining how the newcomers had disrupted Pueblo life in far-reaching
ways - they commandeered the Indians’ food stores, exposed the Pueblos to
new diseases, interrupted long-established trading relationships, and
sparked increasing raids by surrounding Athapaskan nomads. The Pueblo
Indians’ violent success stemmed from an almost unprecedented unity of
disparate factions and sophistication of planning in secrecy. When Spanish
forces retook the colony in the 1690s, freedom proved short-lived. But the
revolt stands as a vitally important yet neglected historical landmark: the
only significant reversal of European expansion by Native American people
in the New World.
That's Not English-Erin Moore 2015-03-24 An expat’s witty and insightful
exploration of English and American cultural differences through the lens of
language that will leave readers gobsmacked In That’s Not English, the
seemingly superficial differences between British and American English
open the door to a deeper exploration of a historic and fascinating cultural
divide. In each of the thirty chapters, Erin Moore explains a different word
we use that says more about us than we think. For example, "Quite" exposes
the tension between English reserve and American enthusiasm; in
"Moreish," she addresses our snacking habits. In "Partner," she examines
marriage equality; in "Pull," the theme is dating and sex; "Cheers" is about
drinking; and "Knackered" covers how we raise our kids. The result is a
cultural history in miniature and an expatriate’s survival guide. American by
birth, Moore is a former book editor who specialized in spotting British
books—including Eats, Shoots & Leaves—for the US market. She’s spent the
last seven years living in England with her Anglo American husband and a
small daughter with an English accent. That’s Not English is the perfect
companion for modern Anglophiles and the ten million British and American
travelers who visit one another’s countries each year.
Patterns for Improvisation-Oliver Nelson 2016-02 One of the world's most
popular patterns books, many jazz greats have fond memories of practicing
from this great resource! It features an exhaustive collection of
improvisational jazz patterns in various meters and feels. Comments and
suggestions are included by the author---a legendary composer, arranger,
conductor, and instrumentalist. This is a very popular book because it helps
spell out some of the basic building blocks of the jazz language. It is
regarded by many jazz teachers as one of the essential texts for their
students.
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